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Abstract 

Although there are many studies on the adoption intentions for smartphone-based mobile 

banking, there is no apparent effect on the popularity of it. This is because the smartphone 

users have a resistance to innovation on mobile banking. The purpose of this study is to 

identify and analyze the relationship between user resistance and different factors from 

innovation and user’s characteristics. Thereafter, important factors are identified which 

mainly affect/determine user resistance to mobile banking. Survey research of this study was 

conducted around university undergraduates, graduate students, and employees in Henan of 

China. The results of this study are as follows. Social Influence and Perceived Complexity 

have positive effect on Perceived Risk, and Trust has negative effect on Perceived Risk, 

Perceived Security and Perceived Protection of Private information have no effect on 

Perceived Risk. Perceived Risk has positive effect on User Resistance. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2012, China overtook the United States to become the world’s largest global smartphone 

market in terms of shipment. In that year, smartphone shipments in China were estimated to 

have reached 208 million units, accounting for almost 21 percent of the entire global 

smartphone market share. By the end of 2012, the number of smartphone users in China had 

reached 380 million, smartphone sales to end users were also reaching new levels, with sales 

around 169 million units sold in total that year [1]. The number of mobile banking users in 

China reached 150 million in 2012, accounting for more than 40% of mobile banking users 

worldwide. Major commercial banks saw more than 100% growth in mobile banking users in 

2012, and more than 300% growth in mobile banking transaction value [2]. 

Innovation is a key factor for companies to survive and grow in the long run [3], and has 

been called as the lifeblood of most organization [4] especially in the dynamic & complex 

markets, and uncertain economic circumstances [5]. One of the main reasons for inhibiting or 

delaying the innovation diffusion is consumers‟ resistance, which appears to have been 

neglected in the academic literature [6].  
Consumers' resistance plays an important role in the success of innovation, as it can 

certainly inhibit or delay the consumer adoption. It has been termed as one of the major 

causes for market failure of innovations [6] and also a valuable source of information vital to 

the successful implementation and marketing of innovation [7]. If the resistance cannot be 
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broken down, adoption slows down, and the innovation is likely to fail [6]. Firms need to 

understand consumers’ resistance, its reasons, and influencing factors; in order to become 

much more efficient in their improvement efforts, and to identify ways to improve 

competitiveness, productivity, and profitability [8].  

The purpose of this study is to identify and analyze the relationship between user resistance 

and different factors from innovation and user’s characteristics. Thereafter, important factors 

are identified which mainly affect/determine user resistance to mobile banking. Moreover, the 

inter-relationship among the selected factors is found out, to know the effect of each factor on 

other factors. Perceived risk is a major factor which influences user’s resistance behavior to 

smartphone-based mobile banking. So if we want to know the reasons why people don't use 

smartphone-based mobile banking, we have to know which factors will influence consumer’s 

perceived risk.  

The significance of this study is that financial institutions and telecommunications 

companies of China could potentially establish new and more accurate strategies based on the 

resistance factors identified in this study to gain more profits. 

 

2. Literature Review 

An innovation is "an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or 

other unit of adoption" [9]. Innovation resistance is consumers' reaction towards an 

innovation, either because it create potential changes from a satisfactory status quo or because 

it is in conflict with their belief structure [10]. One aspect of innovation resistance is; 

resistance due to changes imposed by innovation and is called resistance to change [11]. 
Zaltman and Duncan (1977) defined this as “any conduct that serves to maintain the status 

quo in the face of pressure to alter the status quo”. Resistance to change is a natural response 

of a human being to any changes that disturb the balance of living environment or firms' 

actions [12]. As for innovation resistance, “it is not an innovation per se that people resist but 

the changes associated with it” [13]. This creates the postulation of pro-change bias, which 

means that every innovation is excellent and everyone must implement/adopt it, because 

success of innovation is inevitable [8]. 

Innovation Resistance is not the obverse of Innovation Adoption. Adoption begins only 

after the initial resistance offered by the consumers is overcome. Thus, it is the Resistance 

perspective which looks at what happens to the innovation since the time it is conceived. 

Resistance would seem to be a normal response of consumers when confronted with 

innovations [14]. The concept of innovation resistance was presented by Sheth (1981) as the 

"less developed concept" in diffusion research. He researched psychology of innovation 

resistance and proposed two psychological constructs which seems very useful in 

understanding the psychology of innovation resistance. These psychological constructs are; 

habit/behavior towards existing products and perceived risks associated with innovation 

adoption. He claimed that the perceived risk increased user resistance to innovation [15].  

There is also a social influence on consumers’ perception, which is affected by the social 

perception of information technology. According to Kim et al. (2008), a positive review by a 

third party can have a positive impact on one’s perceived risks of electronic commerce (e-

commerce) [16]. Similarly, a negative social perception can have an equally strong impact on 

consumer trust in mobile banking, especially with respect to various security issues that pose 

the greatest concerns in using mobile banking services. 

Perceived security is the belief that the online vendors will fulfill the security requirements 

(authentication, integrity, encryption, etc.,). Monetary transactions in particular such as 

mobile banking require a wide range of security measures, and security assurance has become 

increasingly more important with wider use of mobile banking services [17]. In terms of e-
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commerce, the perceived protection of private information is the perception of consumers 

regarding the extent to which their private or personal information is protected by the online 

vendors. This means that consumers will perceive greater risks if a system for protection of 

private information is not well-established by the vendors [16]. 

Perceived complexity is how complex or difficult it is for users to understand and use the 

innovation. Some innovations are easily and quickly grasped by individuals and the potential 

user group, whereas others are more difficult to comprehend and thus their utilization occurs 

more slowly. Complexity is a concept that can be viewed as a counterpart to usefulness and 

convenience of use proposed by TAM [18]. 

Trust is even more important in an online environment. The reason for this is that the tasks 

are executed by computers through the use of technology such as the Internet, which may 

cause a conflict with the trust in the organization, and trust is associated with virtual 

organization. Trust is a variable that has been verified as a factor influencing perceived risks 

in an online environment in multiple studies [19]. 

 

3. Research Methodology 

In order to test the hypothesis, a survey was conducted with students and employees in 

Henan of China as the subjects. In the questionnaire, the measurement items for the variables 

were measured based on a 5-point Likert scale, and the measurement items for the variables 

were proven to be reliable and valid in preceding studies and were adjusted accordingly to 

suit this particular study. 

 

3.1. Research Hypothesis 

Based on the literature reviews above, we formulate the hypothesis as follows: 

H1： Social Influence(SI) has a positive relationship with Perceived Risk. 

H2： Perceived Security (PS) has a negative relationship with Perceived Risk. 

H3： Perceived Protection of Private information(PPP) has a negative relationship with 

Perceived Risk. 

H4： Perceived Complexity (PC) has a positive relationship with Perceived Risk. 

H5： Trust(TR) has a negative relationship with Perceived Risk. 

H6： Perceived Risk (PR) has positive relationship with User Resistance(UR).  

 

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis 

In order to test the hypothesis, a survey was conducted with students and employees in 

Henan of China as the subjects. The demographic characteristics of the sample population 

were as follows. Of the 200 respondents, 110 (55.0%) were male and 90 (45.0%) were 

female. With respect to age, 190 (95.0%) were under the age of 30 and 10 (5.0%) were over 

the age of 30. With respect to occupation, 56 (26.0%) were employed, 125 (62.5%) were 

students, and 19 (9.5%) responded ‘other’.  

In this study, the reliability of multi-item scale was measured by determining the 

Cronbach’s α. The α coefficients for all the measurement variables in this study were 

calculated to be higher than 0.8 with high internal consistency, based on which it can be 

determined that the scale was highly reliable. 

The reliability of the questionnaire used in this study was measured by factor analysis. For 

the factor analysis, factors with an eigenvalue, signifying the amount of dispersion explained 

by the factor of 1 and higher were selected. The factor loadings of all items were above 0.7. 

Therefore, the validity of the measurement tool can be seen that there is no problem. 
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Before performing a regression analysis to test the hypothesis, Pearson’s correlation 

analysis was conducted to identify the correlation between the variables and their descriptive 

statistics. According to the results of correlation analysis, there was a significant correlation 

that was consistent with the direction predicted in the hypothesis. 

In order to verify the factors influencing perceived risks, social influence, perceived 

security, perceived protection of private information, trust and perceived complexity were set 

as independent variables and the perceived risks as a dependent variable for a multiple 

regression analysis. The results of a regression analysis of the independent variables and the 

dependent variable are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1. Regression Analysis 

Dependence 

Variable 

Independence 

Variable 
Beta T P-value Tolerance VIF 

PR 

(constant)   6.557 .000     

SI .444 7.220 .000 .852 1.173 

PS .032 .490 .625 .762 1.313 

PPP -.113 -1.799 .074 .817 1.223 

PC .202 3.302 .001 .858 1.165 

TR -.195 -3.259 .001 .895 1.117 

= 0.375    Revised  = 0.359 F = 23.279    p-value=0.000 

The results of the multiple regression analysis with respect to the regression coefficient 

(beta) of each of the independent variables are as follows: regression coefficient (beta) for 

social influence was a significant positive value of 0.444 (p=0.000); perceived security, an 

insignificant value of 0.032 (p=0.625); perceived complexity, a significant positive value of 

0.202 (p=0.001); perceived protection of private information, an insignificant value of -0.113 

(p=0.074); and trust, a significant negative value of -0.195 (p=0.001). Based on these results, 

it can be determined that the perceived risks increase at higher social influence and perceived 

complexity, and lower trust. With respect to the degree of the influence of the selected factors 

on the perceived risks, social influence had the greatest influence, followed by perceived 

complexity and trust. These results support hypotheses 1, 4 and 5. 

Table 2. Regression Analysis 

Dependence 

Variable 

Independence 

Variable 
Beta T P-value Tolerance VIF 

UR 
(constant)   6.628 .000     

PR .411 6.348 .000 1.000 1.000 

= 0.169    Revised  = 0.165 F = 40.298    p-value=0.000 

The result of the regression analysis showed that the regression coefficient (beta) for 

perceived risks, which was the independent variable, was a significant positive value at 0.411 

(p=0.000), based on which it can be determined that higher the perceived risks, the higher the 

user resistance. This result supports hypothesis 6. 

 

4. Implications 

First, in order to minimize the negative social influence on perceived security, in addition 

to reinforcing and supplementing the security measures from the technical aspect, the banks is 

needed to understand that it is highly effective to actively advertise and promote the level of 

security they provide and to dispel the common social concerns regarding the security issues 

related to mobile banking services. Also, they should establish a strict and thorough security 
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policy and make their customers aware of the fact that there are low risks associated with 

mobile banking.  

Second, it was determined during this study that many consumers perceive the 

authentication procedure for security to be quite complex. This suggests that it is necessary 

for banks to implement simpler log-in and authentication procedures, under the premise that 

this does not reduce the level of security. Also, they need to engage in aggressive advertising 

and promotional campaigns to make users realize that mobile banking is not as complex as 

they may think. 

Third, trust in smartphone-based mobile banking is negatively correlated with perceived 

risks. Thus, banks need to produce advertisements and promotional materials that inform the 

users of the accuracy and reliability of mobile banking as a means to minimize the perceived 

risks.  
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